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327 RESPONSES 
243 extremely likely to recommend			53 likely to recommend
11 unlikely or likely to recommend				4 unlikely to recommend
15 extremely unlikely to recommend 			1  unknown

RESPONCES RECEIVED FROM PATIENTS
I always receive such great care there. The drs listen to your concerns and are very responsive.
Kindness courtesy and fabulous service
Helpful friendly advice
Reception staff and doctors always helpful and pleasant
Customer Service
The service was very good, but it felt complex to get a GP appointment. A GP standby queue would be useful.
Dr. is a very good Doctor.  The. National Health Service has too much to do. It must struggle when. 
Nice doctor seemed to listen to me. Feel more comfortable talking to women doctors
Having a great deal of stress at the moment with physical and mental health. The GP I saw really took the time to listen and support me. Great care.
Excellent reception desk team & wonderful Dr 
I have been with the Neaman practice so long. My husband had Neaman as his doctor & she saved more than once - a very special doctor. I find it a well 
"The practice is run very professionally taking care of patients wishes.
This together with a great team of doctors makes the Neaman Practice second to none!"
Really nice trainee nurse
Unhelpful staff, not considerate doctor, inefficient practice I have ever experienced in the world.
Care and compassion of doctor
Helpful receptionist, online appointments and prescription, and some excellent GPs.
I have always found The Practice to be very welcoming. The GP I invariably see is extremely kind and understanding and always explains everything in
The staff are friendly and kind and knowledgeable
Always get appointment
It is worth recommending
The doctors are very good but it is very difficult to get an appointment and the receptionists are incredibly rude and unhelpful.
Kind Dr and nice reception staff
The doctor was professional, thorough and friendly
Always polite and helpful
Great treatment and patient nurse
Easy and fast service
Great dr and good customer service
Good staff
I fell very well cared for by both Dr Baumgarten and Wendy and the reception staff are always friendly.
Good doctors and friendly reception staff
Staff and doctors always very helpful.
My main reason is the staff ate all friendly and helpful
Everyone is kind and helpful and all the doctors are good
Efficient and staff very pleasant and easy to talk to
Prompt am emergency appointment
A very professional and caring consultation.
I find the practice very efficient and helpful.
Good coverage of skin issues by someone one can trust
Great surgery
As usual, all necessary time given
Exceptional care
Nurse is great
Having a really good g.p
Because Dr is the best consultant in the practice
Quick efficient professional
Wonderful nurse today made me feel at ease with my blood tests.
Extremely good doctor, very caring and good response to my problem
I got an appointment to see the duty doctor very shortly after contacting the surgery. Dr was very thorough and very nice. Thank you
I am extremely grateful for the time that Dr gave me, he listened to what I said and gave me very good advice helping me to address the diffic
I think the Neaman Practice and both the doctors and excellent staff who work there are one of the best GP surgeries around here.
Very helpful and knowledgeable doctor
I always find the girls on reception extremely helpful & polite . And Dr is another fantastic asset to the practice she listens  & does her utmost
Excellent service with friendly staff.
Efficient and friendly service from staff
Prompt treatment for asthma attack whilst at the practice
Because you are all so good and helpful.
 (nurse) was lovely and put me at ease. Took time to reiterate side effects/ risks of long term medication and advice on breast awareness.
Apart from the usual efficiency in seeing a GP, Dr inspires enormous confidence. A great credit to the practice. Thanks.
I was able to obtain a same day appointment and the doctor was very helpful.
Nurse did her job well
Friendly, helpful, nice people
Good and caring.
Excellent gp and appropriate to patient needs and the timings work to scheduled appointment
Good online service, I was seen within 5 minutes of appointment time, nice doctor
Indifferent experience today. Straightforward health check.
Friendly staff
Feels professional and patient orientated.
went to nurse put new inhaler from guys on to the system replacing two old ones i should have asked for doctors appointment and was so hot and
So pleased to have appt with Dr today she is the perfect GP...and Reception staff always efficient and friendly!
Efficient, kind & courteous.
Doctor very helpful a nd explained things good felt very comfortable.
My pleasure.
Dr knew what he was doing. Practice is clean and tidy and good to see you are embracing technology to make life easier
Very good doctors and also helpful receptionists.
Helpful receptionist when booking appointment. Polite and helpful GP who understood my health issue and supplied the necessary treatment.
Seen on time
Careful caring and thorough treatment
Because the receptionist was helpful. The doctor did his job - no surprise there but she was kind.
Very nice and friendly staffs, always approachable and helpful.
The nurse I saw today was thorough, knowledgeable, and caring.
I went to get some advice on mental health as I'm not feeling good. It was not his normal practice and recommended mind & gave me a print out of their fr
Great response from the doctor and fantastic approach from all the staff
i signed up at the practice just yesterday. it would take me some time to form an opinion
The Doctor I saw (unsure of how to spell her name!) was lovely, understanding and helpful. Good experience.
Was efficient and the staff were good
[Dr is excellent and the only decent member of staff. The staff are abrupt and completely not trained in dealing with people with mental health
Friendly, understanding and efficient
I was very impressed with the way the Doctor I saw today treated me - she was very pleasant and helpful.
The care provided by Dr Fast service and close to home location
Rhhonk the Neaman practice are helpful to me deal with u quick
Sometimes service is great, sometimes service is not so personal / caring.
online appointment and check in screen dis not work. the rest was great
Helpful efficient service. Not rushed.
Very professional GP and receptionist
I was extremely satisfied today. the reason did not give higher, as it was impossible to book with my gp online or even on the phone in the next 3 weeks,
I was happy to have had a decent and thorough service from the healthcare asst who even had to put up with my noisy baby son !
Impressed by Dr (? - not seen before).
Reception ladies helpful + friendly + doctor has empathy with patient
Great service nice staff always
Efficient

